
Stealth I-Drive! 

I-Drive is the most advanced head array ever built, not only because of 

the wide positioning options offered by Stealth Products, but by the 

technology engineered behind it!  
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NEW FROM ISS 2014! 

In case you missed the show, here’s some new & exciting products on the market! 

POWER 
Motion Concepts Ultra Low Maxx Seating System! 

At the heart of the Maxx is the sleek new Ultra Rail allowing for 

limitless accessory mounting possibilities! Not to mention 4” of 

infinite seat depth adjustment while boasting an STF of 16.75”! 

Sunrise Medical’s ON-BOARD R-NET Programming! 

Enables for quick & easy programming adjustments without the need to 

hook-up to a laptop! 

Permobil’s M300 now offers a 6” Caster!  

Permobil is previewed the Virtual Seating Coach! A smart phone 

app developed to allow clinicians to program specific seating   

instructions—such as the amount of tilt required and how long 

the position should be held for—through their clients cell 

phones.  

Levo Max 300 Powered 4 Wheel Drive Power Wheelchair! 
With the MAX 300 and its powered Variable Ground Clearance “VGC”, you have a partner 
that instantly adjusts to every situation. Its patent pending power front drive wheels raise or 
lower, allowing you to easily go up or down over curbs, up to 13 centimeters with maximum 
safety and stability. MAX’s best in class performance is enhanced by its sophisticated suspen-
sion system that delivers maximum comfort and traction in every situation. All of this is   
combined with proven and dependable high torque 4 pole motors that power you up to 12 
km/h. 

http://www.stealthproducts.com/idrive/
http://www.motionconcepts.com/pdf/Ultra%20Low%20Maxx_Final.pdf
http://marketing.sunrisemedical.com/Technician_Support_Center/Video_OnBoard_Programming.html
http://www.hmenews.com/also-noted/permobil-previews-new-technology
http://www.levo.ch/en/products/levo-max/levo-max-300.html
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POWER 

Cont. 

ASL Ultra Light! 

The ASL 314 Ultra Light Switch has a very light activation force and low pro-

file. It is ideal for people with limited movement or weakness. It can attach 

with a reusable sticky base or 2 screw mounting holes for secure placement.  

MANUAL 

Freedom Designs NXT Mini! 
The NXT Mini is designed to fit the “little” 
kids. The seat depth adjusts 4" in ½" in-
crements from only 8" to 12." With Free-
dom’s “Very First” Seating System, the 
Mini can accommodate as little as a 5" 
seat depth .Freedom Designs has the only 
attendant hand controlled combination 
tilt and braking system. This system con-
trols the speed on un-level surfaces, helps 
turn the wheelchair, position the seat 
frame in and out of tilt and locks the 
wheels all from the attendant’s location 

Ki Mobility Rogue! The Rogue experience introduces you to state-of-the-art design innova-

tion that lends itself to the highest level of responsiveness and rigidity than has ever been 

felt before. You will be riveted by the level of responsiveness and precision handling felt 

with every turn, with every push. Quality construction and finite adjustment ensures that it 

can fit the needs and ambitions of the person using it. At 10.6lbs Rogue moves with you 

around every corner and across ever street with minimal effort  

 

Ki Mobility Focus! The focus offers Complex Rotation, Secure Tilt, Smart Tilt, Ease of Adjust-

ment, Cutting Edge Design, Wide Tire Options with Better Wheel Access, Roller Bearings 

and an Adjustable Height Back with Fold Down Stroller 

Ki Mobility Little Wave! Imagine a wheelchair that has the ability to move easily 

within its environment; where the wheels are in the perfect spot so that young 

people can use all of their strength and leverage to their advantage. Imagine...a 

wheelchair that has the ability to change and grow long with the person who is 

using it; yet it is extremely light, simple to use and easy to transport.  

http://www.asl-inc.com/products/product_detail.php?prod=169
http://www.freedomdesigns.com/Literature/SP%20Literature/NXTminiflyerWEB1-29-14.pdf
http://www.kimobility.com/Product.action?productName=Rogue
http://www.kimobility.com/Product.action?productName=Focus+CR
http://www.kimobility.com/Product.action?productName=Little+Wave
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SEATING 
NXT Height Adjustable Backrest! All HA Backs are adjustable in 

height from 16" to 20" steplessly and easily offering laterals that 

can be easily be bent in independently for a unique fit. 

NXT Armadillo Backrest! The newest member of the NXT backrest 

family is the Armadillo featuring MAPS—Multi Adjustable Postural 

Support.   

NXT Foam Cushions! 3 great options to choose from! The NXT KulFit made with quick-dry 

reticulated foam for active users. The NXT NuFit made with high resiliency foam for Long 

Term Care or Geriatric clients. And last but not least, the NXT BioFit made with blue visco 

gel (top), visco (middle) and high resiliency foam (bottom), a great option for those with 

moderate to high risk of skin breakdown.  

Ride Designs Java Grande Backrest! Java’s patented design provides the flexibility 
to accurately fit the truck and pelvis for support, comfort, and mobility. Balance 
support and freedom of movement. The Grande shell supports the spine, while 
the cover and foam cushion insert cradles the scapulae in tilt, but is flexible 
enough to help improve arm function when upright. 

ACCESSORIES 

Daher Arm Channels! While these arm channels are not new 

to the market, the new-found ability to customize them is! 

These channels can be cut and adjusted to allow the best 

possible fit for your clients needs. 

BodyPoint EvoFlex Extension Kits! These pelvic stabilizers now offer exten-

sion kits allowing a better fit for each individual. 

http://www.dynamichcs.com/index.php/en/nxtseatingseries/backs/90-nxt-product-articles/115-nxt-ha-back
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hox5o3k5gTo
http://www.dynamichcs.com/index.php/en/nxtseatingseries/cushions
http://www.ridedesigns.com/assets/Brochures/Java-Back-Brochure.pdf
http://www.daherproducts.com/wheelchair-accessories/product/268-channel-armrest
https://www.bodypoint.com/evoflex-pelvic-stabilizer.aspx
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ACCESSORIES 

Cont.  
Therafin Communication Device Mounts! Therafin 

offers a vast array of communication device 

mounts—whether your looking to mount to wheel-

chair frames, armrests or trays. Various mounts  

allow for clients to easily access their smart phones 

and tablets. 

Therafin FlexSure Feet! FlexSure Feet is Therafin's new adaptable foot holder 

for individuals with foot positioning challenges. The FlexSure Feet are designed 

to allow dynamic foot movement while holding the foot secure. The adjustable 

hook-n-loop closure makes foot placement quick and easy . . . with or without 

shoes.  

MATTRESSES 

Vicair Align & Adapt Mattresses! 
The award winning design of the Align 3sixty incorporates the 
unique Shear Reduction Technology (SRT) in a completely new 
approach to therapeutic surfaces. The Align 3sixtyis an ideal 
choice when shear forces are present due to client movement in 
bed or when change in position of the bed frame is necessary. 
  
The Adapt 3sixtycomes complete with Visco Gel foam leveling 
components as a complete mattress or they can be easily re-
moved to add “Air” inserts at the torso of or feet if the user is at 
high risk or is experiencing skin breakdown. The Adapt 3sixtyis a 
complete package with more value & versatility than other sur-
faces.  

http://www.therafin.com/communicationdevicemounts.htm
http://www.therafin.com/flexsure.htm
http://www.dynamichcs.com/images/Downloads_EN/NXT/nxt_Surfaces_Brochure_Feb_2014.pdf
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BATHROOM 

EQUIPMENT 

Rifton HTS Hygiene & Toileting System! Hygienic, simple, affordable, the Rifton HTS promotes the forward po-

sitioning that is ideal and natural for effective toileting. Meanwhile, its versatility and simplicity – usable on, 

over and off the toilet, no tools required – make the lives of caregivers better too.  

* A Demo Unit is available through Motion Specialties Vancouver—contact your local rep today! * 

* Rifton Equipment is available Exclusively through Motion Specialties * 

Snug Seat Flamingo—Size 4! The Flamingo now offers 4 sizes, accommodating children 

up to 154lbs! A great transitional unit for those too big for the smaller-sized Flamin-

go’s but still too small for an adult sized commode.  

Contact your local Motion Specialties Rehab Equipment Specialist for further 

information on any of the products listed here, or any additional products 

you saw at the show! 

http://www.rifton.com/products/bathing-and-toileting-systems/hygiene-toileting-system
http://www.snugseat.ca/products/toiletbath/flamingo/c-23/c-74/p-197/?sku=48564

